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Background

Face Matching – Experiment 1 and Experiment 2

Experiment 1 – Familiar Face Matching

Experiment 2 – Unfamiliar Face Matching

Experiment 3 – Emotion Categorisation

Summary

References

• Face masks (concealment of mouth and nose region) present 
new challenges for face identification in Western cultures.

• People have experience with faces with concealed eye 
region (sunglasses) (Graham & Ritchie, 2019). 

• Important applied questions and implications for theory. Past 
research has emphasised importance of eye region in face 
identification (Vinette et al. 2004, Royer et al. 2018).

• Drastic changes to appearance impair face identification 
(Noyes & Jenkins, 2019). 

Aims:
* To test effect of concealment (sunglasses and masks) on face-
matching and emotion categorisation performance.
* Test performance of typical observers and super-recognisers 
(SRs). 

• Typical Observers
• Non-practiced controls (N=102)
• Practiced controls (N=102)

• Super-recognisers (N=102) (scored 40/40 GFMT,  97% acc. on 
CFMT). 

Participants

• Face matching task, three image 
conditions: Unconcealed, Sunglasses, 
Mask. Image on left of pair always a 
reference ‘unconcealed’ image.

• Naturalistic stimuli. Real sunglasses, 
real masks.

• Match and mismatch trials.

• Counterbalancing – each identity 
viewed only once by each participant. 

• Task – same or different identity?

• Stimuli – 12 celebrity identities in unconcealed, 
sunglasses and mask conditions. 

Results: 
• Main effect of participant 

group. SRs outperformed 
typical observers. No 
difference between non-
practiced and practiced 
controls. 

• Main effect of concealment. 
Highest accuracy for 
unconcealed faces. No 
difference in performance 
for sunglasses and mask 
pairs. 

• Stimuli – 60 unfamiliar 
identities  in unconcealed, 
sunglasses and mask 
conditions. 

Results: 
• For most emotions, highest accuracy 

in unconcealed face condition. 
• Effect of concealment varied 

depending on the emotion. 

• Face image appeared on screen for 
1000ms followed by choice of seven 
emotion response buttons. 

• Emotions: angry, disgust, fear, happy, 
neutral, sad, surprise. 

• Concealment conditions: unconcealed, 
sunglasses, masks. Concealed images 
created using Photoshop. 

Results: 
• SRs > typical 

observers
• Unconcealed > 

sunglasses > masks

• Scatterplots show 
spread in 
performance of SRs 
at individual level 
across tasks. 

• SRs outperformed controls at the group level.
• Both masks and sunglasses reduced face-matching and 

emotion categorisation accuracy with most errors for masks.
• Importance of lower region of face for face identification and 

emotion categorisation. 
• Results suggest that face masks do not present much more of a 

challenge than sunglasses - a face covering familiar to us all.
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